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A B S T R A C T

This paper introduces a Field Programmable Pin-Constrained (FPPC) architecture for a Digital Microfluidic Biochip (DMFB) that integrates a new stationary hy-
drodynamic mixing technology. Compared to the traditional rotation-based mixing, stationary mixing is faster, requires fewer electrodes, and limits residue production
and the likelihood of biofouling. Although the stationary mixing principle has been established, programmable DMFB architectures that feature stationary mixing have
not been investigated or evaluated. Simulation results show that the Stationary Mixing FPPC (SM-FPPC) architecture introduced here outperforms existing Direct
Addressing (DA) and FPPC DMFBs that employ traditional rotation-based mixing. An analysis based on a commercially available Printed Circuit Board (PCB) cost
calculator demonstrates a 31% reduction in cost compared to the lowest cost PCB reported in prior literature.
1. Introduction

Laboratory-on-a-chip (LoC) technology integrates one or more
benchtop-scale laboratory procedures into a single micro-scale chip,
reducing both time and cost through miniaturization and automation.
Among the competing LoC technologies, Digital Microfluidic Biochips
(DMFBs) [1–6], based on the principle of electrowetting [7], offer the
additional benefits of programmability and scalable low-cost fabrication
based on traditional Printed Circuit Board (PCB) manufacturing tech-
nology. Successful DMFB demonstrations have been reported for
biochemical applications including DNA amplification [8], air/water
pollution monitoring [9], analysis of bacterial resistance to antibiotics
[10], epigenetics [11], cellular genetic engineering [12], and wine
tasting [13], among many others. As a result, there is great interest in
developing techniques to improve the performance and reduce the cost of
DMFBs in practice.

Fluid transport and mixing are two of the most fundamental capa-
bilities that virtually all LoCs are capable of performing. Historically,
DMFBs perform mixing by merging two liquid droplets (via transport)
and then physically moving themerged droplet back and forth [1], which
is effectively a transport operation, although often restricted to a rela-
tively small sub-region of the device. One of the drawbacks of
rotation-based mixing—which has historically lacked an alternative
short of switching to another LoC technology—is that certain biological
samples, such as proteins, have a tendency to absorb onto the chip sur-
face; as a result, repeated transport of droplets containing such samples
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leads to biofouling, cross-contamination, and, eventually, physical
degradation of the underlying substrate [14].

Recently, stationary hydrodynamic mixing has been introduced as an
alternative to rotation-based mixing [14]. The basic principle is to hold a
droplet in place and to generate flow circulation by applying a high
frequency AC voltage to the droplet. This induces internal circulation
within the droplet, leading to faster mixing times than traditional
rotation-based mixing, and eliminates the drawbacks listed above. The
impact of stationary mixing on bioassay execution time has not yet been
quantified, either through experimentation or simulation. Likewise, fully
integrated DMFB architectures that perform stationary mixing have not
yet been proposed or evaluated.

In response, this paper introduces a Stationary Mixing Field-
Programmable Pin-Constrained (SM-FPPC) DMFB and its compiler. The
compilation process is similar to that of an earlier FPPC DMFB design that
features rotation-based mixing [15], but includes a few subtle differ-
ences. We estimate the cost of Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) for two
SM-FPPC variants, and show that the cheaper variant costs 31% less than
the lowest cost PCB for a traditional FPPC DMFB. Through simulation, we
show than the SM-FPPC runs faster than both Direct Addressing and
FPPC DMFBs of comparable size, due to faster mixing times and slightly
shorter droplet routes. As stationary mixing can be accomplished using a
1� 3 electrode configuration, more and faster concurrent mixing oper-
ations can be performed on a fixed-size device when compared to
traditional rotation-based mixing.
y 2018
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2. Background

The basic principle underlying digital microfluidics is the electro-
wetting effect [7], depicted below in Fig. 1: applying a voltage to a
droplet changes its shape: the contact angle with the surface flattens, and
a greater portion of the droplet comes into contact with the surface,
effectively “wetting” it.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), a DMFB is a 2D array of patterned electrodes
separated from fluid by an insulating hydrophobic layer [1–6]. In
Fig. 2(b) An optional top plate may contain a ground electrode, which
can assist with droplet movement. Droplets in the systemmust be slightly
wider than an electrode in order to induce movement.

Fig. 3 depicts the basic principles underlying droplet movement in a
DMFB. Activating control electrode CE2 underneath the droplet holds it
in place (left). It is important to observe that the droplet length is greater
than the length of CE2, and it extends into the physical space above
control electrodes CE1 and CE3 as well. Activating CE3 in addition to CE2
creates a horizontal force that centers the droplet between the two
electrodes (middle); this force can only be induced because a portion of
the droplet in its initial position is directly on top of CE3. Lastly, deac-
tivating CE2, while leaving CE3 activated, releases the portion of the
force that hold the droplet between CE2 and CE3, allowing the droplet to
fully position itself on top of CE3 (right).

Droplet motion induced by electrode activation and deactivation
provides a DMFB with an instruction set architecture (ISA) containing
five instructions, as shown in Fig. 4: Transport, Split, Merge, Mix, Store.
As the DMFB itself is a spatially parallel array consisting of a uniform set
of electrodes, each of these operations can be performed anywhere on the
surface of the chip; thus, the DMFB is “reconfigurable” [16].

In addition to the five reconfigurable operations, a DMFB typically
supports several non-reconfigurable operations as well. For example,
input and output (including waste production) use reservoirs that are
physically placed on the perimeter of the chip; the locations and roles of
the reservoirs do not change when the DMFB is in use, so they are not
reconfigurable. External devices such as sensors, mixers, and heaters may
be placed at any location on the chip surface [17–31]; such locations can
still perform the five basic operations, but are now enhanced with
additional capabilities. Similarly, specialized electrodes can be fabricated
to perform operations such as electroporation [12] or non-uniform
splitting [32].

3. Rotation-based and stationary mixing

Historically, DMFBs have performed mixing by sectioning off a rect-
angular sub-array of the chip (1� 4, 2� 2, etc.); we refer to these as
rotation-based mixers. Prior work has shown that the size of the sub-
array and the path that the droplet travels through the sub-array
impact mixing time [15]. In general, larger mixers yield shorter mixing
time, but consume more spatial on-chip area, thereby reducing the
amount of available parallelism; this creates a tradeoff that must be
properly evaluated when determining how to best map a bioassay onto a
DMFB for high-throughput execution [33–35].

Recently, stationary mixing, in which an AC activation voltage is
applied to an otherwise stationary droplet, has emerged as an alternative
to rotation-based mixing [14]. If the voltage is applied by inserting a wire
directly into the droplet, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the regions with the
Fig. 1. Illustration of the
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highest intensity electric fields heat up, resulting in a temperature
gradient that alters the permittivity and conductivity of the droplet,
inducing a gradient of properties throughout the droplet. This, in turn,
creates an electrohydrodynamic effect that generates circulating motion;
in general, liquids with higher conductivity require higher frequencies to
induce this effect.

A slightly different approach is required to induce stationary mixing
using a DMFB, i.e., 2D array of patterned electrodes, which does not
include a mechanism to insert a wire directly into the droplet. To induce
stationary mixing in a DMFB, as shown in Fig. 5(b), adjacent
1.5 mm� 1.5mm electrodes separated by ~30 μm are actuated with
applied voltages of opposite polarities. In Fig. 5(c) and (d), the same
principle can be applied to a DMFB that features a closed top plate with a
single electrode; activating the top plate in conjunction with the
patterned electrodes at the bottom generates a stronger electric field
gradient within the droplet, leading to faster mixing.

Stationary mixers offer faster mixing times that traditional rotation-
based mixers while consuming less on-chip area. Ref. [15] reported a
~10 s mixing time for a 2� 2 rotation-based mixer, compared to ~6 s for
a 3� 2 rotation-based mixer and~3 s for a 4� 2 rotation-based mixer. In
contrast, Ref. [14] reports stationary mixing times of less than 1 s,
depending on the AC voltage applied and the actuation frequency.

The performance of stationary mixing depends on several parameters,
which Ref. [14] discussed in great detail. In general, increasing the fre-
quency and/or amplitude of the applied AC voltage reduced the mixing
time, up to a threshold; beyond the threshold, the droplet undergoing
stationary mixing shed pico-liter “satellite” droplets, thereby reducing
volume (and potentially contaminating other droplets nearby). Mixing
efficiency was shown to improve when the gap between top and bottom
plates increased, with benefits saturating at ~350 μm. The introduction
of salts and DNA to the samples decreased electrothermal effects, which
could be compensated by increasing the frequency of the applied AC
voltage; using a thermal imaging camera, it was shown that doing this
induced a negligible increase in droplet temperature. Typical operating
parameters based on the experiments reported in Ref. [14] were to apply
a 100 V root-mean-squared (RMS) AC voltage at 1 kHz using a sine
waveform.

4. Stationary Mixing Field-Programmable Pin-Constrained DMFB

This section desires a low-cost programmable DMFB architecture that
can integrate stationary mixing; here, we restrict our discussion to
standard electronic Printed Circuit Board (PCB) fabrication. Prior work
has shown that the foremost cost-drivers for PCB-based DMFBs are the
number of PCB layers, followed by the number of control pins [36]. The
most expensive DMFBs are typically those that employ direct addressing,
i.e., each control pin drives exactly one electrode; the number of PCB
layers is determined by an escape route, which connects each internal
electrode to a control pin on the perimeter of the chip [37,38]. The
quality of the escape routing algorithm can significantly impact the
number of PCB layers required.

Pin-sharing [39] allows one control pin to drive several electrodes,
which reduces the total number of signals that must be delivered to the
PCB, thereby reducing cost. Overly aggressive pin-sharing can be detri-
mental to PCB escape routing when a single wire must connect electrodes
across the entire 2D span of the chip, creating blockages that push other
electrowetting effect.



Fig. 2. Depiction of a DMFB, including an optional top plate/ground electrode.

Fig. 3. Depiction of a DMFB, including an optional top plate/ground electrode.

Fig. 4. A DMFB ISA contains five basic operations.

Fig. 5. Stationary mixing using a wire (a), three parallel electrodes with no top plate (b) and three parallel electrodes with a top-plate (c, d).[14, Fig. 3(i)–(iii)].
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wires onto additional PCB layers; this impact can be tempered with
algorithmic enhancements that synergistically optimize pin sharing with
escape routing [37,38].

The vast majority of pin-sharing schemes that have been proposed
previously produce application-specific designs [37–39]. One exception
is called a Field-Programmable Pin-Constrained (FPPC) DMFB [36,40],
which was general-purpose and could be fabricated with one or two PCB
layers depending on the PCB technology parameters and the amount of
flexibility build into the droplet transport busses. Due to these favorable
properties we introduce a Stationary Mixing (SM-) FPPC DMFB and
evaluate its cost and performance.

Fig. 6 depicts two variants of the SM-FPPC DMFB. These designs each
contain four work modules that perform (stationary) mixing, splitting,
merging, and storage. Three busses (two horizontal, one vertical) trans-
port droplets between the work modules and between work modules and
I/O reservoirs on the perimeter of the chip.

The “Pin-optimized” SM-FPPC in Fig. 6(a) employs two three-phase
36
busses, each of which requires 3 electrodes. The advantage of this
approach is that few control pins (9 in total) are required; the disad-
vantage is that it becomes difficult to simultaneously transport more than
one droplet per bus in parallel. To improve routing performance, the
“Route-optimized” SM-FPPC in Fig. 6(b) employs a direct addressing bus
(32 pins in total) that can route multiple droplets in parallel.

Work module I/O, splitting, and merging operations are effectively
the same as for the original FPPC DMFB designs [36,40]; similarly,
external devices such as heaters or optical detectors can be placed on the
device above or below work modules. We omit a detailed discussion of
these issues for brevity. There are substantial differences for stationary
mixing and storage operations, which are discussed in detail next.

Stationary Mixing: Referring back to Fig. 6, independently
addressable Mixer-Store electrodes (light orange) perform stationary
mixing in conjunction with shared-pin Mixing electrodes (light blue).
Fig. 7 depicts independent stationary mixing operations performed in
conjunction with droplet storage, which is discussed next. Mixer-Store



Fig. 6. Pin-optimized (a) and Route-optimized (b) SM-FPPC DMFBs.

Fig. 7. An SM-FPPC performing four stationary mix operations concurrently with two droplet storage operations.
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electrodes (pins 14, 15, 19, and 20; dark orange) receive AC voltage
pulses with identical polarities, provided by an external power supply.
All Mixing electrodes (pins 11–13, yellow) are driven to ground, but are
connected to the Mixer-Store electrodes by capacitors underneath the
chip, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). This permits pin sharing among
Mixing electrodes while ensuring that all independently addressable
Mixer-Store electrodes being actively pulsed can induce stationary
mixing.
37
Storage: As shown in Fig. 7, stationary mixing and storage can be
performed concurrently by independently addressing Mixer-Store elec-
trodes as appropriate. The Mixer-Store electrodes that perform storage
(pins 16 and 20, brown) hold droplets in-place using standard AC
voltages that typically perform basic DMFB operations [6,41]. Current
ongoing stationary mixing operations minimally perturb the stored
droplets, which are centered atop their respective Mixer-Store electrodes;
stationary mixing, in contrast, spreads the droplet being mixed across
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three consecutive electrodes, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d) and repeated
in Fig. 7.

The last architectural issue to address is the number of PCB layers
required to realize the SM-FPPC DMFB. Fig. 8 shows amanually-designed
escape routing solution. Fig. 8(a) shows a design with eight work mod-
ules (four per side), while Fig. 8(b) extends the design to sixteen work
modules (eight per side). The basic escape routing pattern for each group
of four work modules (excluding the top and bottom horizontal busses) is
repeatable, which indicates that the pin-optimized SM-FPPC DMFB can
grow arbitrarily long in the vertical direction without additional PCB
layers.

Fig. 9 shows a two-layer manually-designed escape routing solution
for the route-optimized SM-FPPC DMFB. The first layer, in Fig. 9(a),
routes control signals to the work modules, while the second layer, in
Fig. 9(b), routes control signals to the transport busses. Both patterns are
repeatable, thus the route-optimized SM-FPPC DMFB can grow arbi-
trarily long in the vertical direction without additional PCB layers.

5. SM-FPPC compiler

Compilation targeting a DMFB is a three-step process comprising
scheduling, placement, and routing [42], as shown in Fig. 10.

Scheduling determines the times at which each operation starts and
finishes [43–47].

Placement determines an on-chip location for each scheduled oper-
ation [48–51].

Routing determines the paths droplets take as they are routed be-
tween scheduled and placed operations [52–59]. The router may also
introduce wash droplets to prevent cross-contamination [60–62].

The original FPPC DMFB employed two distinct work module types:
Mixing modules (which only perform mixing) and Split-Storage-Detect
(SSD) modules which perform all other operations. The scheduler is
aware of the number of modules of each type, as well as the set of
available I/O reservoirs, and is thus resource constrained. The placer
binds scheduled operations to capable workmodules and appropriate I/O
reservoirs for the given fluid. The router is highly restricted in terms of
Fig. 8. Single-PCB layer escape routes fo
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path planning, as it can only route droplets using the three transport
busses, and can only transport one droplet at a time on each bus when
targeting the pin-optimized FPPC DMFB, and can introduce wash drop-
lets when needed. Details are summarized in Ref. [36].

In contrast, the SM-FPPC DMFB contains a uniform work module that
can perform all operations; the only feature that may distinguish work
modules from one another is whether or not a module contains an
external device, such as a heater or detector. It is straightforward to
modify the scheduler and placer to account for this; details are omitted
for brevity. The router, in contrast, is not concerned with the issue of
module types: all that the router needs to know is the source and desti-
nation of each droplet to be routed, the location of I/O ports on the
perimeter of the chip, and whether or not washing is required to elimi-
nate cross-contamination.

5.1. Droplet routing: overview

Scheduling and placement are computed under the assumption that
droplet routing is instantaneous. The router inserts a droplet transport
operation each time a new scheduled operation begins or ends; all
ongoing operations that have been scheduled are paused during routing
[52]. Thus, total assay execution time comprises an interleaved sequence
of scheduled operational phases (SOi) and droplet routing phases (DRi),
as shown in Fig. 11. Although there has been at least one attempt to relax
this constraint in recent years [63], this interleaved model remains
prevalent; we attempt to optimize themodel in the following subsections.

5.2. Concurrent droplet routing with three-phase busses

This section addresses the capabilities and limitations of the three-
phase busses in the pin-optimized (SM-)FPPC DMFB. Specifically, the
three-phase busses inhibit concurrent routing of droplets in opposite
directions. As shown in Fig. 12(a), it is not possible to concurrently route
two droplets in opposite directions on the three-phase bus. Droplet #1,
which is routed downward, requires an activation sequence 4 5 6 …,
while Droplet #2 which is routed upward requires an activation
r the pin-optimized SM-FPPC DMFB.



Fig. 9. Two-PCB layer escape routes for the route-optimized SM-FPPC DMFB.

Fig. 10. The three main stages of a DMFB compiler.

Fig. 11. A fully compiled bioassay is a sequence of interleaved operational phases (which are scheduled and placed) and droplet routing phases.

Fig. 12. Concurrent droplet routing in opposite directions is not possible using a three-phase bus (a) but becomes possible with a direct-addressing bus (b).
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sequence 6 4 5 …, which are incompatible; in Fig. 12(b), both droplets
can be routed concurrently using the route-optimized (SM-)FPPC DMFB,
because all electrodes in the transport busses are addressed indepen-
dently, which comes at a higher over all cost.

In some cases, it may be possible to route droplets concurrently in the
same direction on a three-phase bus, as shown in Fig. 13(a). In this case,
both droplet routes share a common electrode activation subsequence,…
4 5 6…, on the central three-phase bus. This is a very specific corner case
that does not occur frequently in practice. A more common situation, as
illustrated in Fig. 13(b), occurs when the work modules of two droplets
connect to the three-phase bus at electrodes controlled by different pins:
pin #6must be activated to draw Droplet #1 into the central bus, which
creates an incompatibility with Droplet #2; likewise, pin #4 must be
activated to draw Droplet #2 into the central bus, which creates an
incompatible with Droplet #1.

The situation can be rectified as follows. In Fig. 14(a), Droplet #1 is
first drawn into the central bus by activating pin #6, and is then trans-
ported down by one position by deactivating pin #6 and activating pin
#4. At this point, it is possible to draw Droplet #2 into the bus by
activating pin #28, however, pin #4 must remain activated to hold
Droplet #1 in-place, as shown in Fig. 14(b). As a result, Droplet #2 will
be stretched across two adjacent electrodes, as shown in Fig. 14(c); at this
point, deactivating pin #28 will completely draw Droplet #2 into the
central bus, as shown in Fig. 14(d).

The drawback of this approach is thatDroplet #1 needs to wait while
Droplet #2 is drawn into the central bus, and in many situations, it may
be simpler and faster to deliver Droplet #1 to its target work module
prior to drawing Droplet #2 into the central bus. To simplify subsequent
discussion, further routing optimizations will be described in the context
of the route-optimized (SM-)FPPC DMFB.

Figs. 13(a) and 14 depict situations that are not the common case.
Opportunities to route droplets concurrently using the three-phase bus
architecture do not occur often in practice; as a result, the route-
optimized (SM-)FPPC DMFB offers much higher routing performance
than its pin-optimized counterpart.

5.3. Overlapping droplet routing with scheduled operational phases

Fig. 11 showed that that traditional approach to DMFB compilation
interleaved scheduled assay operational phases with droplet routing
phases. Here, we identify a set of relatively simple and straightforward
situations in which certain droplet routes can be performed concurrently
Fig. 13. In the route-optimized (SM-)FPPC DMFB, two droplets can route in the sam
Concurrent routing is not possible if the central bus electrodes adjacent to the respe
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with scheduled operations, without adversely affecting assay execution.
This shortens the latency of droplet routing phases if the route that has
been chosen for reallocation lies on the critical path. We illustrate these
opportunities using three examples.

Example 1: Input Droplet Optimization (Free Target
Module). Fig. 15(a)–(c) shows two consecutive scheduled operational
phases (SOn-1 and SOn) of a bioassay with one interleaved droplet
routing phase (DRn). During SOn-1, Droplets #1 and #2 are scheduled
on their respective work modules; during DRn, Droplet #3 is routed
from an input reservoir to a new work module; and during SOn, Droplets
#1 and#2 continue their scheduled operations, whileDroplet #3 begins
its operation.

Fig. 15(d)–(f) illustrates the optimized outcome, which includes
washingDroplet #3's route is performed during SOn-1, concurrently with
the scheduled operations that process Droplets #1 and #2; no droplets
are routed during DRn, dropping its latency to zero; and during SOn, a
wash droplet is routed to decontaminate Droplet #3's routing path, while
all three droplets undergo scheduled operations. In this example, the time
required to route Droplet #3 and the wash droplet are far less than the
respective latencies of SOn-1 and SOn; the general strategy is to route
Droplet #3 toward the end of SOn-1 and the wash droplet toward the
beginning of SOn. This frees up time at the beginning of SOn-1 to perform
any concurrent droplet routing/washing arising from DRn-1 (not shown),
and time at the end of SOnþ1 to perform any concurrent droplet routing
arising from DRnþ1 (also not shown).

Example 2: Input Droplet Optimization (Occupied Target
Module). Fig. 16(a)–(c) shows an example similar in principle to
Fig. 15(a)–(c), but with one subtle change: Droplet #3's target module is
presently occupied by Droplet #2, which necessitates routing Droplet
#2 out of the way before Droplet #3 can be routed.

Fig. 16(d)–(f) illustrates the opportunities for concurrent droplet
routing. During SOn-1, Droplet #3 is routed to a free work module
nearby its target, and Droplet #3's routing path is washed. This shortens
the routing path from Droplet #3 during DRn, while ensuring that
Droplet #2 has a decontamination-free path from its source to target.
Droplets #2 and #3 are then routed during DRn, whose latency is
reduced by Droplet #3's shorter routing path. Washing Droplet #3's
routing path is deferred until SOn.

Example 3: Deferred wash droplet routing. Fig. 17(a)–(c) shows an
e direction on a three-phase bus if they share a common activation sequence (a).
ctive source work modules are driven by different pins (b).



Fig. 14. I/O procedure to enable concurrent droplet routing in the same direction using a three-phase transport bus.
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example that starts with three droplets undergoing scheduled operations
during SOn-1. Droplet #2 is routed to a new work module during DRn.
Droplets #1 and #3 continue their operations and Droplet #2 starts a
new operation during SOn. In Fig. 17(d)–(f),Droplet #2's route must still
be performed during DRn, but the corresponding washing step can be
deferred until SOn, thereby reducing the overall latency of DRn.

Example 4 Droplet Output Optimization. Fig. 18(a)–(c) shows an
example that starts with three droplets undergoing scheduled operations
during SOn-1. Droplet #2 is routed to an output reservoir during DRn,
and Droplets #1 and #3 continue their operations during SOn. In
Fig. 18(d)–(f), Droplet #3's route, and its wash droplet route, are de-
ferred to SOn, which eliminates the need to route any droplets during
DRn.

Although the four examples shown in Figs. 15–18 are special cases,
they elucidate a more general strategy for overlapping droplet routing
with scheduled assay operations. This strategy can easily generalize to
multiple droplets, although a detailed discussion of precisely how to do
so is omitted for brevity. As in the discussion of the three examples, DRn
refers to the current droplet routing phase, while SOn-1 and SOn refer to
41
the scheduled operational phases immediately before and after DRn.

� A droplet can be routed concurrently with scheduled operations in
SOn-1 if it is ready (i.e., it does not need to wait for an operation
scheduled during SOn-1) and a suitable unoccupied and uncontami-
nated target location can be identified.

� A droplet can be routed concurrently with scheduled operations in
SOn if it is not scheduled to perform an operation during SOn and a
suitable unoccupied and uncontaminated target location can be
identified.

Wash droplet routing can easily be integrated into this strategy:

� If a droplet is routed concurrently with scheduled operations in SOn-1,
then its path should be washed during SOn-1 as well.

� If a droplet is routed during DRn, and no subsequent droplets are
routed along its path, then its path can be washed concurrently with
scheduled operations in SOn.

� If a droplet is routed concurrently with scheduled operations in SOn,
then its path can be washed during SOn as well.



Fig. 15. Droplet routing interleaved with scheduled operational phases (a)–(c); droplet routing overlapping scheduled operational phases (d)–(f).
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The key algorithmic challenge is to select the optimal suitable un-
occupied and uncontaminated target location for each droplet. In the case
of the (SM-)FPPC DMFB, the optimal location would be the unoccupied
work module closest to the target, with ties broken arbitrarily. The
problem becomes harder when extended to handle multiple droplets with
multiple targets, or to generalize it to direct addressing DMFBs in which
reconfigurable operations can be placed at any location on-chip.

6. Simulation results

We compare the proposed SM-FPPC DMFB to several previously
technologies and architectures: (1) Direct Addressing (DA); (2) the pin-
optimized FPPC featuring 1 and 3 vertical busses (FPPC-P1, FPPC-P3);
and (3) the route-optimized FPPC featuring 1 and 3 vertical busses
(FPPC-R1, FPPC-R3).

Table 1 summarizes the architectural differences between the chosen
targets. DA uses a large 15� 19 array, which integrates eight optical
detectors. The compiler is optimized for speed, rather than performance,
and uses a virtual topology, comprising an array of 4� 3 work modules,
42
which simplifies both placement and routing [64]; these algorithms are
similar in principle to those used by the compiler that targeted the FPPC
in prior work [36] and the SM-FPPC here.

The FPPC-(P/R, 1/3) variants, which are smaller than DA in terms of
area, integrate four modules for mixing, and six modules that perform
storage, splitting, and detection [36,40]; the SM-FPPC includes a smaller
uniform module type, due to stationary mixing, has the smallest area and
integrates eight optical detectors in an 11� 12 array.

6.1. PCB cost

Table 2 reports the number of control pins, number of shift registers,
number of PCB layers, and width/height of a PCB generated for each
DMFB architecture listed in Table 1; in addition, DA chips with varying
dimensions are reported, along with the pin- and route-optimized SM-
FPPCs, denoted SM-FPPC-(P/R). The requirements reported in Table 2
were computed as described previously by Grissom et al. [36].

Fig. 19 reports total cost estimates, which include the cost of the PCB
added to the cost of the shift registers that are mounted on the PCB to



Fig. 16. Droplet routing interleaved with scheduled operational phases (a)–(c); droplet routing overlapping scheduled operational phases, yielding shorter droplet
routes and concurrent washing (d)–(f).
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deliver signals to the DMFB; PCB cost estimates were obtained using
Advanced Circuits' instant online quote [65]. The SM-FPPC-P is the
cheapest option, followed by FPPC-P1 and SM-FPPC-R. The two cheapest
chips benefit from two factors: the usage of a single vertical routing bus
(as opposed to three, in the case of FPPC-(P/R)3, and the choice
pin-optimized (3-phase), rather than route-optimized (direct addressing)
transport busses.

All three DA chips were considerably more expensive than any of the
FPPC variants. Thus, the flexibility and reconfigurability inherent in DA
architectures comes at a significant cost compared to the FPPC variants,
all of which are programmable, but in a far more constrained way. The
key cost benefit of the SM-FPPC variants is that stationary mixers require
3 electrodes, where the FPPC-(P/R)(1/3) variants employ larger 4� 2
mixers. These costs include PCBs and shift registers, and do not include
the cost of additional equipment, as the SM-FPPC requires an external
power supply to provide AC voltage. In practice, the PCB-mounted
DMFBs are disposable, so the cost of the external power supply will be
amortized over a large number of runs.
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6.2. SM-FPPC performance

Fig. 20 reports the total bioassay execution times for eight benchmark
assays that are widely used to evaluate the performance of DMFB com-
pilers; the implementation was performed using the open source UCR
Static Synthesis Simulator [42]. The comparison includes DA (15� 19)
and the pin-optimized FPPC-P1, FPPC-P3, and SM-FPPC-P DMFBs. All
droplet transport operations were performed during distinct droplet
routing phases. The simulator supports wash droplet routing for all (SM-)
FPPC variants, but not DA; thus wash droplet routing is not performed in
these experiments.

In all cases, SM-FPPC-P yielded the fastest overall execution times,
which can be attributed primarily to the fact that stationary mixing op-
erations take 1 s while transport-based mixing operations take 3 s; the
FPPC-P(1/3) chips integrate fewer detectors than the In all but one case
(InVitro-2), the SM-FPPC-P achieved shorter droplet router latencies than
the FPPC-P(1/3) variants; however, for all benchmarks, DA yielded the
fastest overall droplet routing times, which can be attributed to its



Fig. 17. Droplet routing interleaved with scheduled operational phases (a)–(c); droplet routing overlapping scheduled operational phases; the wash droplet route
overlaps the scheduled operational phase after the droplet routing phase.
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greater flexibility and reconfigurability, as droplets are not restricted to
being routed on architecturally-defined 3-phase transport busses.

To summarize, these experiments have quantified the benefits of
stationary mixing over rotation-based mixing in a low-cost PCB-mounted
platform: on average, the SM-FPPC executes assays 1.50� faster than DA
and 1.39� faster than both FPPC-P(1/3).

6.3. Performance impact of overlapping droplet routing with scheduled
operational phases

Fig. 21 reports the performance impact of overlapping droplet routing
with scheduled operational phases on bioassay execution time. These
experiments were performed using the SM-FPPC-P DMFB with wash
droplet routing enabled. The bars labeled “Traditional” refer to the
baseline approach in which all droplet routes are performed during
droplet routing phases; the bars labeled “Optimized” allow certain
droplet routes to be performed concurrently with scheduled operational
phases, as discussed in detail in Section 5.3. Droplet routing times have a
44
much greater impact on the reported bioassay execution times for the
SM-FPPC-P in Fig. 21, compared to Fig. 20, where droplet routing was
disabled.

On average, optimized routing sped up droplet routing times by
1.37�, and bioassay execution time by 1.08�. Although these speedups
are admittedly quite modest, they require no hardware modifications at
all, and thus incur no extra cost. Additionally, noting that the optimized
droplet routing was evaluated for the SM-FPPC-P DMFB, similar trends
were observed for the SM-FPPC-R and FPPC-(P/R)(1/3) DMFBs as well;
details have been omitted for brevity.

7. Related work

The choice to employ stationary mixing does impose some techno-
logical constraints on the system which cannot and should not be
ignored. Before discussing those details, it is important to recognize that
DMFBs are inherently error prone and have relatively short lifetimes
[66], and each PCB will be discarded after a single use. Thus, the cost of



Fig. 18. Droplet routing interleaved with scheduled operational phases (a)–(c); Droplet #2 can be routed concurrently with ongoing assay operations (d), eliminating
the need to route it during the droplet routing phase (e); the routing path can be washed concurrently with the next scheduled operational phase (f).

Table 1
Architectural parameters for the DMFBs used in the reported experiments.

DA FPPC-(P/R)1 FPPC-(P/R)3 SM-FPPC

Dimensions Detectors Dimensions Mixers/Detectors Dimensions Mixers/Detectors Dimensions Work Modules

15� 19 8 10� 16 4/6 12� 15 4/6 10� 10 8
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the PCB is quite important as many will typically be used to carry out a
scientific study; that said, the cost of the external operating equipment
should not be ignored. This may change with the advent of inkjet-printed
electronics as it may soon be possible to print the electrodes on paper
[67–69], which may be affixed to a PCB-based control system [70]; in
such a platform, the paper, but not the PCB, would be disposable.

Stationary mixing requires AC voltages, which has implications for
both cost and performance. For example, the University of Toronto/Sci-
Bot DropBot platform uses AC voltages, which necessitates an external
power supply that is much larger than the actual DMFB platform [71].
45
DropBot fabricates electrodes by vapor-deposition on a chromium sub-
strate, and employs a costly nanocoating step to ensure hydrophobicity.
The cost of the entire platform is $500, although replacement DMFBs
alone are likely to cost far less. In contrast, Gaudi Labs' OpenDrop plat-
form uses DC current, is PCB-based, features a high-voltage switch,
regulator, control circuit, and step-up voltage converter as PCB-mounted
components, and uses thin film and oil for coating, all at a cost of $10 [6].
Adding stationary mixing capabilities to a platform like OpenDrop would
significantly increase the cost of its operating equipment, even if the
PCB-based part was disposable.



Table 2
PCB requirements for the DMFB architectures listed in Table 1.

DMFB
Architecture

Pins Shift
Registers

PCB
Layers

Width
(in.)

Height
(in.)

DA (15� 19) 285 33 3 4.55 1.75
DA (15� 15) 225 25 3 3.44 1.59
DA (10� 10) 100 9 2 2.13 1.39
FPPC-R1 61 5 2 1.76 1.63
FPPC-P3 33 1 4 1.84 1.59
FPPC-R3 60 4 2 1.84 1.59
SM-FPPC-R 52 3 2 1.8 1.47
FPPC-P1 36 1 2 1.76 1.63
SM-FPPC-P 29 0 2 1.43 1.47

Fig. 19. Cost estimates for the PCBs (inclu

Fig. 20. Bioassay execution time for eigh

Fig. 21. Impact of droplet routing optimization (overlapping some routes with sched
the SM-FPPC-1 DMFB with wash droplet routing enabled.
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On the other hand, there are several purely technological arguments
in favor of AC voltage actuation over DC [41]. The first is that threshold
voltages required to actuate droplets are lower for AC, except when the
actuation frequency is greater than ~150Hz; moreover, the difference
between AC and DC actuation voltages at higher frequencies was mini-
mal. Additionally, applying a DC voltage induced hysteresis in the
droplet, whereas no hysteresis was observed when using AC voltages.
Although these arguments do not account for cost, they do speak directly
to correctness and feasibility when evaluating DMFB technology for a
new application domain.
ding shift registers) listed in Table 2.

t benchmarks targeting four DMFBs.

uled operation phases) on droplet routing time and bioassay execution time for
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8. Conclusion

Previous work has shown that stationary mixing yields faster mixing
times that rotation-based mixing and avoids the drawbacks associated
with transporting droplets during mixing. This paper has described a pin
assignment scheme to introduce stationary mixing in a low-cost general-
purpose pin-constrained DMFB architecture, the SM-FPPC DMFB; the
pin-optimized variant can be realized in a single PCB layer at a cost of
$0.84 per chip, while the route-optimized variant, which requires more
control pins, can be realized in two PCB layers at a cost of $1.42 per chip.
This paper described the necessary steps that a compiler that targets the
SM-FPPC DMFB must take, and introduced an optimization strategy for
droplet routing and washing that allows concurrent execution of sched-
uled assay operations with droplet routing steps that satisfy specific
constraints; this reduced bioassay execution time by 1.08�, on average,
as a pure software enhancement that does not require any hardware
modifications that could increase the cost of the device.
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